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FAMILIARISATION
EXTERIOR
Directional lighting

Retractable roof

This lighting automatically provides additional visibility when cornering.
 84

This equipment changes from the
"coupé" con¿guration to the "cabriolet"
con¿guration and vice versa with a single action.
6

Temporary tyre repair kit
This kit is a complete system,
consisting of a compressor and
an integrated sealant product,
for the temporary repair of a
tyre.
 135

Welcome lighting
This additional exterior and interior lighting, controlled remotely, makes your
approach to the vehicle easier when the
light is poor.
 83, 88

Windstop
In the "cabriolet" con¿guration, this
comfort system reduces air swirl at the
front seats.
 54
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FAMILIARISATION
OPENING
Unlocking and partial opening
of the boot
(press for more than two seconds).

Remote control key

Fuel tank

Complete or selective unlocking of the vehicle
(rapid Àashing of the direction
indicators).

A. Unfolding/Folding of the key.

When the light is poor, detected by a
sensor, the remote switching on of the
dipped beam headlamps, sidelamps
and side spotlamps makes your approach to the vehicle easier.
 83
1. Opening of the fuel ¿ller Àap.
2. Opening and hooking of the fuel
tank cap.
Capacity of the tank: approximately
60 litres.

Normal locking
(press once; ¿xed lighting of
the direction indicators).
or
Deadlocking of the vehicle
(press twice in succession;
¿xed lighting of the direction
indicators).

Locking the vehicle using the remote
control or the key also locks the glove
box and the front armrest.

 65

In the same way, the passenger compartment lighting, such as the courtesy
lamps, the door sill lamps and the footwell lamps, comes on.
 88

 78
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FAMILIARISATION
OPENING
Preliminary conditions
) Switch on the ignition.
) Make absolutely sure that:
- the vehicle is not in energy economy mode (refer to the corresponding section),
- the battery voltage is suf¿cient
(switching on of the roof control
indicator lamp),
- the roof fuse is in good condition (refer to the corresponding section),
- the electric windows are initialised
(see corresponding section),
- the ambient temperature is higher
than -15 °C.

Retractable roof
Precautions to be taken before
operating the roof
) Park the vehicle on level ground.
) Check that no objects could hinder
the operation of the roof:
- nothing should be placed on the
moving rear shelf 1, on the boot
screen 2 or on the side trims 3,
- if luggage is transported in the
boot, it must not lift the boot
screen,
- any objects, such as a jacket or
umbrella, placed in the boot, must
be secured using the luggage retaining net 4.
) Check that the boot screen 2 is secured ¿rmly.
) Close the boot correctly.

i
!

!

The operation of the roof is the exclusive responsibility of the driver.
To avoid any risk of injury when
operating the roof, ensure that no
one is standing near the moving
parts.
You are strongly advised not to operate the roof in strong winds.

When washing your vehicle:
- lock the vehicle using the remote control or the key,
- avoid spraying the upper part
of the windows,
- keep the end of the high pressure nozzle at least 1 metre
from the windows and door
seals.
When the vehicle has been
washed or after rain, wait until the
roof has dried before opening it.

It is preferable to operate the roof
with the engine running and the
vehicle stationary. Wait until the
end of operation message appears on the multifunction screen
before moving off.
The roof can be operated at a
speed below 6 mph (10 km/h).
After the roof has been operated
fully four times in succession, the
system switches to protection
mode temporarily to avoid damage to the roof motors. Let the
system rest for approximately ten
minutes; if you are unable to operate the roof after this time, contact
a PEUGEOT dealer.

6
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FAMILIARISATION
OPENING
Retractable roof operations
Change to "cabriolet" con¿guration:
- the four windows lower partially,
- the boot opens,
- the roof folds into the boot,
- the boot closes.

Opening the roof
) Pull this control until the roof
opening operation is complete.
The end of the operation is con¿rmed
by an audible signal and a message on
the multifunction screen.

Change to "coupé" con¿guration:
- the four windows lower partially,
- the boot opens,
- the roof unfolds and locks automatically,
- the boot closes.

Closing the roof
) Press this control until the
roof closing operation is
complete.
The end of the operation is con¿rmed
by an audible signal and a message on
the multifunction screen.

i

If you continue to pull or press this
control after the end of the operation, the four windows rise.

!
!

To ensure that the roof operates
correctly, do not release the control while the roof is moving.
However, in the event of any danger,
release the control, the roof stops; then,
once the danger had been eliminated,
complete the movement required.

Operating fault
If a malfunction of the roof occurs,
apply the parking brake, switch off
the ignition, start the engine again,
then start the operation required
again.
If the problem persists, contact a
PEUGEOT dealer.

i

The electric window controls and
the control for all four windows are
deactivated while the roof is in operation.

!

The roof's electronic control unit
may interrupt the operation in
progress as a precaution (example: door movement and roof operation in quick succession). In
this case, release the control, then
activate it again to complete the
operation required.
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FAMILIARISATION
INTERIOR

Ambiance lighting
This dimmed lighting of the passenger
compartment facilitates visibility inside
the vehicle when the light is poor.
 88

"AIRWAVE" system
Incorporated in each front head restraint, this heating system improves
your comfort around the neck in cold
weather, particularly in the "cabriolet"
con¿guration. It operates most effectively with the windstop installed in the
raised position.
 60

Audio and telematics systems
This equipment bene¿ts from the latest
technology: MP3 compatible PC Sound,
PC Bluetooth, PC Nav or PC Com 3D
with 16/9 retractable colour screen, JBL
audio system, auxiliary sockets.
PC Sound  239
PC Nav  213
PC Com 3D  173

Secure storage compartments
The glove box and the front armrest are
designed to remain locked, even in the
"cabriolet" con¿guration. They can only
be locked using the remote control or
the key at the same time as the rest of
the vehicle.
 90, 91
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FAMILIARISATION
INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS
1. Cruise control/speed limiter switches.
2. Steering wheel adjustment control.
3. Lighting and direction indicators
control stalk.
4. Instrument panel.
5. Driver's airbag.
Horn.
6. Gear lever.
7. Parking brake.
8. 12 V accessories socket.
9. Heated seat control.
10. Exterior mirror controls.
Electric window controls.
11. Bonnet release.
12. Fusebox.
13. Manual headlamp height
adjustment.
14. Side adjustable air vent.
15. Front side window demisting vent.
16. Speaker (tweeter).
17. Windscreen demisting vent.

9
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FAMILIARISATION
INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS
1. Steering lock and ignition.
2. Audio and telematics system
steering wheel control stalk.
3. Wipers/wash-wipe/trip computer
control stalk.
4. Central adjustable air vents.
5. Multifunction screen.
6. Sunshine sensor.
7. Passenger airbag.
8. Passenger airbag deactivation
switch.
9. Glove box/Audio/video sockets.
10. Retractable roof control.
Control for all four windows.
11. Storage compartment or instrument
panel navigator associated with the
PC Com 3D.
12. "AIRWAVE" system controls.
13. Front armrest.
14. Front ashtray.
15. Heating/air conditioning controls.
16. Audio and telematics system.
17. Emergency call button.
Alarm button.
Central locking button.
Hazard warning lamps button.
Dynamic stability control (ESP/
ASR) button.
Parking assistance button.
PEUGEOT services button.

10
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FAMILIARISATION
SITTING COMFORTABLY
Front seats
Forwards-backwards

Height

Seat back angle

Manual adjustments

 57

Electric adjustments

 58
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FAMILIARISATION
SITTING COMFORTABLY
Front seats

Steering wheel adjustment

Lockable front armrest

Electric access to the rear seats

1. Control for release of the seat back
and automatic forward movement of
the seat.
2. Control for return of the seat to the
initial position.

1. Release the adjustment mechanism.
2. Adjust for height and reach.
3. Lock the adjustment mechanism.

 59

i

Other functions available...
Storing driving positions (driver's
electric seat).
 61
"AIRWAVE" system.
Heated seats.
 60

!

As a safety precaution, these operations must only be carried out
when stationary.

 64

For your comfort, the height and the
longitudinal position of the front armrest
can be adjusted.
It also offers a storage compartment. As
a security measure when in the "cabriolet" con¿guration, this is locked at the
same time as the rest of the vehicle, using the remote control or the key only.
 91
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FAMILIARISATION
SITTING COMFORTABLY
Exterior mirrors

Interior mirror

Adjustment

Manual model

A. Selection of the mirror to be adjusted.
B. Adjustment of the position of the
mirror in all four directions.
C. De-selection of the mirror.

1. Selection of the "day" position of the
mirror.
2. Mirror orientation.
 63

 62

i

Front seat belts

A. Position the strap.
B. Fasten the buckle.
C. Check the fastening by pulling the
strap.
 101

Other functions available...
Folding/Unfolding.
Automatic tilting of the mirror in reverse gear for parking.
 63

Automatic day/night model
1. Automatic detection of the day/night
mode.
2. Mirror orientation.
 64
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FAMILIARISATION
SEEING CLEARLY
Lighting

Direction indicators

Wipers

Ring A

Raise or lower the lighting stalk passing
the point of resistance; the corresponding direction indicators will Àash until
the stalk is moved from this position.

Stalk A: windscreen wipers

Lighting off.
Automatic lighting.
Sidelamps.
Dipped/main beam headlamps.
Ring B
Front and rear foglamps.

 85
Switching on "AUTO"
) Press the stalk down and release it.

"Motorway" function
Press the lighting stalk up or down once,
without passing the point of resistance;
the corresponding direction indicators
will Àash three times.
The use of this function is available regardless of the speed, but you will ¿nd it
particularly useful when changing lane
on fast roads.

Switching off "AUTO"
) Push the stalk up and return it to position "0".
 86

 80
 95
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FAMILIARISATION
VENTILATION
Recommended interior settings
Manual Air Conditioning
I require...
Air distribution

Air Àow

Air recirculation/
Intake of outside air

Temperature

Manual A/C

HOT

COLD

DEMISTING
DEFROSTING

Automatic air conditioning
We recommend use of the fully automatic mode by pressing the "AUTO" button. In the "cabriolet" con¿guration, the system
automatically adapts to the exterior climatic conditions.

15
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FAMILIARISATION
MONITORING
Instrument panel

A. With the ignition on, the needle should
indicate the level of fuel remaining.
B. With the engine running, its associated low level warning lamp should
switch off.
C. With the ignition on, the oil level indicator should display "OIL OK" for
a few seconds.
If the levels are not correct, top up the
levels which are low.
 19

Warning lamps

Switch panel

1. With the ignition on, the orange and
red warning lamps come on.
2. With the engine running, these
warning lamps should switch off.
If warning lamps remain on, refer to the
page concerned.

Lighting of the indicator lamp indicates
the status of the corresponding function.
A. Emergency call in progress.
 169
B. Deactivation of the interior
protection alarm.
 70
C. Central locking.
 75
D. Deactivation
of
the
ESP/ASR
system.
 99
E. Deactivation of the front and rear
parking assistance.
 126
F. Access to the PEUGEOT services.
 169

 23
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FAMILIARISATION
PASSENGER SAFETY

STARTING

Passenger's front airbag

Seat belts and passenger's
front airbag

Ignition switch

1. Insertion of the key.
2. Selection of the position:
"OFF" (deactivation), with "rear facing" child seat,
"ON" (activation), with front passenger or "forwards facing" child seat.
3. Removal of the key keeping the
switch in the new position.

A. Front and/or rear seat belts not fastened/unfastened warning lamp.
B. Front left seat belt warning lamp.
C. Front right seat belt warning lamp.
D. Rear right seat belt warning lamp.
E. Rear left seat belt warning lamp.
F. Passenger's front airbag deactivated warning lamp.
G. Passenger's front airbag activated
warning lamp.

1. Stop position.
2. Running position.
3. Starting position.

 104

i

Avoid attaching any heavy objects
to the key which would weigh down
on its shaft in the ignition switch;
this could cause a malfunction.

 101, 105

 68
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FAMILIARISATION
DRIVING SAFELY
Speed limiter "LIMIT"

Cruise control "CRUISE"

1. Limiter mode Selection/Off.
2. Decreasing of the programmed
value.
3. Increasing of the programmed
value.
4. Speed limiter On/Off.
The values must be set with the engine
running.

1. Cruise control mode Selection/Off.
2. Programming a speed/Decreasing
of the programmed value.
3. Programming a speed/Increasing of
the programmed value.
4. Cruise control Off/Resume.

 120

Display in the instrument panel

The cruise control or speed limiter mode
appears on the instrument panel when
it is selected.
In order to be programmed or activated,
the vehicle speed must be higher than
25 mph (40 km/h), with at least fourth
gear engaged on the manual gearbox
(second gear for the automatic gearbox).

Cruise control

Speed limiter
 122
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